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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Your kidneys are essential to =lter excess water and waste from your blood.  Chronic kidney

disease (CKD) can lead to dialysis and the need for a kidney transplant to live. One woman in

Colorado recently learned that the University of Colorado Health System's policy change meant

she was no longer eligible for a kidney transplant.

Conditions that damage your kidney and decrease their function are called chronic kidney

disease.  Chronic kidney disease is divided into stages.  The higher the stage, the greater the

damage to the kidneys. Stages range from Stage 1 indicating mild kidney damage to Stage 5,

which is just before complete failure.

Dialysis is needed when a person reaches Stage 5 kidney failure.  This process helps the body

eliminate waste products, salt and extra water, and helps control blood pressure. Dialysis is done

in a dialysis unit or at home, depending upon the process used. However, without a kidney

transplant, the average life expectancy on dialysis is between =ve and 10 years.

For the majority of people, a kidney transplant is the best option. Although it is not a cure for

kidney disease, it can improve the quality and length of life.  The United Network for Organ

Sharing (UNOS) maintains the list of individuals who need any type of organ transplant, including

a kidney transplant.

On average, people wait three to =ve years for a kidney transplant. In some areas, it can be even

longer. The wait time is dependent on blood type and history of blood transfusions or transplants.

Leilani Lutali's situation became public when Colorado state Rep. Tim Geitner published the letter

that Lutali received from UCHealth denying the transplant. Geitner posted a copy of the letter on

Twitter without Lutali's identifying information saying, "UCHealth denies lifesaving treatment —

kidney transplant — to El Paso County resident. See my FB live post @timgeitnercolorado"

Unvaccinated Woman Denied Direct Kidney Transplant

Lutali met her kidney donor, Jaimee Fougner, at a Bible study. In August 2021, Lutali con=rmed

with UCHealth that a COVID shot was not required, but by September 28, 2021, she learned she

would be denied the lifesaving transplant because she and her donor were unwilling to get the

shot.

In an interview with CBS,  we learn that Lutali has already had COVID and Fougner cannot get the

shot for religious reasons, in what the news anchor called the "latest example of someone facing

severe consequences after refusing to get vaccinated for COVID."

Despite thousands of deaths and disabilities  resulting from the vaccine, another newscaster

quoted UCHealth, saying,  "The hospital system says that keeping people from dying

unnecessarily is kind of the point."

Hospitals have routinely placed conditions on organ transplants, hoping to extend the life of those

who receive the organ. Some of these requirements include stopping smoking, avoiding alcohol,

changing eating habits or taking certain vaccinations.  However, with the COVID shot, Lutali

clearly expresses her concern that it's still new and there are many questions about how it would

affect her health.

Interestingly, the hospital also requires the donor to be vaccinated. They reason that a living donor

could pass a COVID infection to the recipient after testing negative.  And yet, according to

government o^cials, anyone vaccinated can pass COVID to anyone else.  Therefore, using the

hospital's reasoning, it does not track that the donor must also be vaccinated.

Lutali is receiving a direct donation and is not taking a kidney from the transplant waiting list.

According to the Department of Health Resources and Services Administration,  there are

currently 106,729 people on the waiting list and 17 people will die every day waiting for an organ

transplant.

It is worth noting that while government o^cials and hospitals continue to call the shot a vaccine,

it does not meet the de=nition of a vaccine by the CDC before 2021. Until September 1, 2021, the

de=nition was:

"A product that stimulates a person's immune system to a speci5c disease, protecting the

person from that disease. Vaccines are usually administered through needle injections,

but can also be administered by mouth or sprayed in the nose."

However, just days after the FDA approved the P=zer shot,  September 1, 2021, the CDC changed

the de=nition of a "vaccine" to:

"A preparation that is used to stimulate the body's immune response against diseases.

Vaccines are usually administered through needle injections, but some can be

administered by mouth or sprayed into the nose."

As you may have noticed, in this latest iteration, a vaccine is a "preparation" that:

No longer directly stimulates the immune response, but is used to stimulate the system

Does not produce immunity

Stimulates the immune response against diseases, not against a speci=c disease

No longer protects a person from the disease

Data Show Transplant Deaths Related to Comorbid Conditions

9 News reported that the hospital released a statement saying,  "… studies indicate the mortality

rate for transplant recipients who test positive for COVID ranges from 18% to 32%, compared to a

1.6% mortality rate among all people who have tested positive."

After a kidney transplant, patients must take anti-rejection drugs that have a signi=cant impact on

their innate immune system.  Children and adults are prescribed a combination of

immunosuppressant medications that must be taken for as long as the kidney transplant is

working.

These drugs have serious side effects, including an increased risk for all infections.  They also

increase the risk for inhuenza infection. However, while past research has demonstrated inhuenza

vaccination may reduce the risk of hu after a kidney transplant,  UCHealth has not mandated

a hu vaccine, only a COVID shot.

One literature review  found the overall mortality rate from COVID-19 was 20% for those who had

received a transplant. However, the median age range of the patients was 66 years and the

participants had other comorbid conditions often related to severe disease, including high blood

pressure, diabetes, malignancy and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

In one prospective cohort study  in France, 5% of the participants were diagnosed with COVID.

Again, the mortality rate was 24% with comorbidities that included obesity, diabetes, asthma and

chronic pulmonary disease. A third study  enrolled 1,073 patients with a mean age of 60 years

who had either a kidney transplant or were on dialysis.

Mortality was associated with older age in transplant patients, and with age and frailty in those on

dialysis. Interestingly, one study  found factors strongly associated with mortality from COVID

after a kidney transplant were demographic, clinical and social determinants, such as age, sex,

body mass index, diabetes, education and socioeconomic status.

Religious Exemption Based on Use of Aborted Fetal Cells

Fougner cannot get the shot for religious reasons, supported by the announcement in February

2021 by the New Orleans Archdiocese in which they stated the Johnson & Johnson vaccine was

"morally compromised as it uses the abortion-derived cell line in development and production of

the vaccine as well as the testing."

While the Archdiocese recommended avoiding the Johnson & Johnson vaccine, it did not have the

same concerns for P=zer and Moderna. However, other clergy disagree since abortion-derived cell

lines were used in lab testing for all the vaccines. This debate has a long history that centers on

using HEK293 cells that were harvested from an aborted fetus in the early 1970s.

This is the moral dilemma that is at the basis for most religious exemptions for the vaccine.

Several fact-checkers including PolitiFact,  The Associated Press  and Snopes  have labeled

this claim as false because the fetal cells are not directly in the vaccine.

However, as it turns out the fact-checkers relied on semantics when, technically, fetal cells are

used during the production of certain vaccines. Several of the cell lines commonly used in vaccine

development that originated from aborted fetuses include:

HEK293  — human embryonic cell line originally derived from kidney tissue obtained from a

female fetus aborted in the Netherlands in 1972

MRC5  — human embryonic cell line originally derived from the lung tissue of a 14-week-old

male fetus aborted in 1966

PER.C6  — human embryonic cell line originally derived from the retina of an 18-week-old

male fetus aborted in the Netherlands in 1985

WI38  — human embryonic cell line originally derived from the lung tissue of a 12-week-old

female fetus aborted in 1961

Some critics of abortion-derived cell lines have claimed that since the vaccines literally do not

contain abortion-derived cells, the entire claim is false. In other instances, fact-checkers claim the

cell lines are not original, as in the statement made in an archived article from The Washington

Post,  but rather a clone.

However, the claim that the cells are clones of the original is like saying your 20-year-old or 40-

year-old body is no longer your body since all the cells are copies of those when you were a baby.

They are, in essence, a clone of the original.

Yet, there is virtually no difference between cells that grow and multiply in a petri dish and those

that grow and multiply in your body during your lifetime. If the cells in your body are still you, then

the cells in the petri dish are still those of the original aborted fetus.

It has become apparent that fact-checkers are trying to dissuade people from having a public

conversation about the ethics of using abortion-derived cell lines to produce and test vaccines.

How Many Deaths Attributed to Disease or Lack of Treatment?

So how many deaths could there be that are attributable to disease or lack of treatment? The

answer to this question is unknowable. At the start of 2020, doctors scrambled to =nd treatments

that would be effective against the SARS-CoV-2 virus. If you have been reading my newsletter, you

know that I have interviewed several of these experts, including Dr. Vladimir Zelenko,  who has

been successfully treating his patient population with hydroxychloroquine and zinc.

In the video above you can see Dr. Peter McCullough's early treatment regimen at minute 53:40

that includes a nutraceutical bundle, progressing to monoclonal antibody therapy, antiinfectives

like hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin, antibiotics, steroids and blood thinners.

You have also heard from Front Line care doctors, including Dr. Paul Marik who is a critical care

doctor at Sentara Norfolk General Hospital in East Virginia. Marik was one of the founding critical

care doctors who formed the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Working Group (FLCCC)  early in

the pandemic.

In each case, the experiences of these physicians have demonstrated treatment protocols that

have severely reduced the mortality rate in those treated. Yet, physicians who chose to use these

protocols or institute early treatment for their patients experienced the unthinkable — they were

being threatened with the loss of their medical license for trying to help.

Hospitals were sued to use ivermectin, and the decisions were reversed.  Without hope of early or

effective treatment, the public was being conditioned to wait for a vaccination. Since the U.S.

rollout of the vaccine in December 2020,  through October 1, 2021, the Vaccine Adverse Event

Reporting System  has recorded:

16,310 deaths

75,605 hospitalizations

17,619 life-threatening adverse events

30631 severe allergic reactions

23,712 permanent disabilities.

Approved Drugs May Be Deadly

Instead of using drugs with a low side effect pro=le, the FDA  approved the use of remdesivir

October 22, 2020. Remdesivir is an antiviral drug that's a nucleoside/nucleotide reverse

transcriptase inhibitor.

According to the National Institutes of Health,  the drug is approved for hospitalized adult and

pediatric patients 12 years and older and has emergency use authorization for hospitalized

pediatric patients younger than 12 years.

This treatment protocol is not recommended by the World Health Organization that published a

conditional recommendation against remdesivir November 20, 2020, which they have not

rescinded.  They stated, "there is currently no evidence that remdesivir improves survival and

other outcomes in these patients."

What is important to note is that remdesivir, the only recommended treatment protocol in the U.S.,

has signi=cantly damaged kidney function in past studies  and has not been used yet in COVID

vaccine clinical trials for patients with kidney damage.

I recommend that you proactively work to support your immune system using strategies evidence

has demonstrated reduces your risk of severe disease. Should you get sick at home, there are

several early treatment protocols you may consider that do not require prescription.

If you have had an organ transplant or other underlying medical condition, check with your health

care professional, or a physician familiar with early treatments and your health condition. You may

=nd a list of telemedicine doctors at Aesthetic Advisor  or the FLCCC.  Take care to share your

current medical history and ensure the drugs being prescribed are safe for your situation.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,576 ratings

ORDER NOW
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In this article Jon Rappoport in addition to continuing to narrate the diabolical investigations on fetal tissues presents the work of the
journalist Monica Seeley and her impressive article, "Exploring the dark world of vaccines and fetal tissue research, Part 1", published in
catholicworldreport .com. where "'Dr. Jerald Gaull, on regular trips to Finland, injects a radioactive chemical into the fragile umbilical cords
of fetuses just removed from their mothers' uterus during abortions",

Much of the best analysis of fetal tissue research, medical abortions, vaccinations, and the medical killing of babies comes from writers
who publish in independent Catholic media. Just to mention one website: Children of God for Life. cogforlife.org/.../news  Dr. Mercola
explains in this report how transplants are being denied to unvaccinated people, in addition to aggressive treatments that end the lives of
many people.

The author, Dr. Barbara Star=eld, a respected and revered public health expert at the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, is cited here;
"Is America's Health Really the Best in the World?" ; Journal of the American Medical Association, July 26, 2000: Star=eld concludes that
each year in the United States, the medical system kills 225,000 people. 106,000 as a result of the administration of medicines and 119,000
due to medical errors and mistreatment in hospitals. That adds up to 2.25 million deaths per decade.

Her shocking =nding becomes more understandable when we realize that a signi=cant amount of underlying medical research comes from
professionals who murder babies. The article concludes with these questions. Why would we expect the work of these people to be useful
and valuable? Why would we expect their drugs and vaccines to be safe?
blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/25/people-of-faith-and-the-covid-vacci..  (October 25, 2021)
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"The War Room" host Owen Shroyer warns audiences that the people behind the Wuhan coronavirus are exploiting the disease as
they watch global domination. "It seems that the new world order is for global government, complete change and COVID has been
the excuse for it, or the cover," says Shroyer, the former athlete and sports media personality. Shroyer urges people to =ght back and
stay healthy. “The best thing you can do, whether you have COVID or anything else, is to be healthy. We don't listen to the health
promoted by Fauci or anyone else, ”says Shroyer. "That means exercise and try to eat as healthy as you can"

“Remdesivir, which is the treatment recommended in hospitals, basically removes the huids from the kidneys and carries them to the
lungs. Then you have the huids in your lungs, it will take you to breathe, then you will be hooked up to a ventilator, which for 90
percent of people, is going to result in death. "If you turn off the ventilator, Shroyer points out, chances are that your lungs will never
function the same again anyway. "You're going to have a horrible health defect because of that, when chances are, even if you have
COVID and were really sick, you will recover and live a normal life after that."
www.brighteon.com/83d039f5-d1cb-4b58-bf18-e8b913a0ca68  ~ www.brighteon.com/4eac5255-d7dd-4923-8b87-8700d6660dd3  

According to Ardis, hospitals dictate the protocols for COVID-19 treatment, and among these protocols include the use of drugs
remdesivir, dexamethasone, and vancomycin - drugs, that, together, can cause serious adverse effects to the body
www.brighteon.com/1f44c6af-2c12-43f9-a4a1-2bc2eab410da  Research suggests that more than half of people hospitalized with
COVID-19 suffer from acute kidney injury and even kidney failure that can occur within hours or days, which can be fatal.
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Several antibiotics have been recommended but COVID-19 is a viral disease and only a few patients would have a bacterial
co-infection. A meta-analysis revealed that only 7 percent of hospitalized COVID-19 patients have bacterial coinfection. Experts
believe that between 40 and 50 percent of patients die after being ventilated, and in some places like New York, reports show that up
to 80 percent of infected patients die after being ventilated. www.webmd.com/.../covid-kidneys-damage-coronavirus  ~
www.webmd.com/lung/news/20200415/ventilators-helping-or-harming-covid-..  ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7907730  (2021) ~
tropmedhealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s41182-021-00344-w  

One study showed that in a clinical trial, kidney injury occurred in 22.8 percent of patients and was the most common cause of
treatment interruption. The most reported effects of remdesivir in COVID-19 patients include kidney injury, kidney failure, kidney
failure, and renal tubular necrosis. ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../cpt.2145  In a separate study, 62 percent of COVID-19 patients
were found to have viral pneumonia, but more than a tenth of them had bacterial pneumonia.

Viral pneumonia is more common in the remdesivir group. The use of remdesivir failed to reduce mortality rates at 14 days
compared to control groups. www.news-medical.net/news/20210623/Study-=nds-no-evidence-for-remdesi..  Even the World Health
Organization itself issued a conditional recommendation against the use of remdesivir in hospitalized patients, as there is no real
evidence that it improves survival or other outcomes in COVID-19 patients.
www.who.int/news-room/feature-stories/detail/who-recommends-against-th..
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Guillermou  Just last week on BBC Newsnight we watched a professor talking about the NHS has 800 patients on ventilators, and his
comments were given as though perfectly normal way to treat their COVID diagnosis. We live in dreadful times with no sign of ethics
or morality.
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This extends beyond the issue of morality.  It also involves cannibalism. Are we soon to be injecting babies with babies?  It seems
people have already forgotten Mad Cow Disease.  When has anything like that ever worked out well?  There are so many things
wrong with this vaxine and mandates... Injecting "=lth" into the body does not promote health.
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More evidence that the vaccine is tricking our immune system into thinking epithelial cells are bacteria.  As Dr. Bhakdi explained."
And if you dare to repeat this performance and start to put those spikes out into your blood, God help you because now not only the
killer lymphocytes are going to attack antibodies and complement, and leukocytes are also going to attack thinking that your cells
that are producing these spikes are bacteria, and they are going to try to eat your vessel wall cells. Prof Sucharit Bhakdi  14:55 Now,
this attack of the Air Force and the Navy on a single cell target has never been seen before. There is no situation because either
you're combating a virus, or you're combating a bacteria, mixed infections that go through the body are actually virtually unknown.
So, we have the unique situation that has been created by the vaccination. That is, in a way, extremely interesting because no one
knows what the outcome will be.
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If the organ donor tests negative for Covid, why the necessity of a shot in which the donor can still become infected? Healthcare
"reasoning" for mandating the shot is so Twilight Zone(ish).
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All Organ Donors and Recipients Must Be Vaccinated
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Leilani Lutali is not taking someone's spot on the transplant list, but she and her direct

donor are mandated to take the COVID shot, or she will not get the life-saving surgery

*

The hospital reasons the shot will reduce the risk of infection and death when Lutali

takes antirejection drugs for the transplant, but they do not mandate the hu vaccine to

reduce the risk of rejection and severe infection, or death

*

Data show that there is a high percentage of transplant patients who have comorbid

conditions strongly associated with severe COVID disease and death, such as obesity,

Type 2 diabetes and chronic pulmonary disease

*

How many of the COVID deaths can be attributed to the disease or to the lack of effective treatment? Although the answer is unknowable, it is

known that effective treatments are being withheld from patients and they are instead being given medication with little e^cacy and dangerous

consequences to kidney health

*
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks ChrisColes, the degree of corruption of the NHS and the news media like the BBC and CNN is terrible. All this has a very long
history, as it has even happened with coronaviruses, Fauci the CDC. The rush to patent, control and pro=t from coronaviruses dates
back to 1999 and implicates the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and virus researchers such as Ralph Barrick and Dr. Anthony
Fauci, the leader of the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Disease (NIAID) who helped drive the U.S. into a spin cycle of
shutdowns, behavioral controls, and restricted liberties that all lead to one controlling end: mandatory, experimental vaccinations for
every person by 2021. The United States blames China for the virus and China blames the U.S., but the truth is that both countries
are engaged in a network of unethical coronavirus gain-of-function research that dates back twenty-one years.
www.brighteon.com/bd96748a-5894-4fcf-bf76-a6aea0a6148e
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Totally agree Almond, all this is against nature, we live in a world where all the laws of nature are broken. It is the path to trans
humanism based on criminal biotechnology. There are antecedents, such as the gene editing technique called CRISPR / Cas9, such
as, for example, the modi=cation of the genome of embryos that crosses the ethical line. Also, because genetic changes in embryos,
known as germline modi=cation, are inherited, they could have an unpredictable effect on future generations. Researchers have also
raised concerns that any gene-editing research in human embryos could be a slippery slope toward unsafe or unethical uses of the
technique.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thank you nep7624, Dr. Bhakdi is one of the most cited research scientists in German history, former professor at the Johannes
Gutenberg University in Mainz and director of the Institute for Microbiology and Medical Hygiene, with a background in vaccines: “It
is our duty aggressively inform people of the dangers they are putting themselves and their loved ones by this' vaccination. ""
Gene-based vaccines are an absolute danger to humanity and their use today violates the Codex of Nuremberg, so all those who are
propagating its use must appear in court. "

Dr. Joseph Mercola: “Bhakdi has worked on vaccine development and says he is“ de=nitely pro-vax with regard to vaccines that work
and are meaningful. ”Much of his research focused on what is called complement system. When activated, the complement system
ends up working in such a way that it destroys rather than helps your cells. COVID injections are in your bloodstream for at least a
week and will leak to any organ. And when Those organ cells begin to produce the spike protein on their own, the killer lymphocytes
will also seek out and destroy them in that organ, creating further damage and subsequent clotting. What we are witnessing is one
of the most fascinating experiments that could lead to a massive autoimmune disease. God knows when it will happen. And what
this will lead to, God knows. "In an interview Bhakdi said: the COVID-19 vaccine is 'downright dangerous' and will send you 'to your
doom. www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/12/rekieved_scientist_tells_laura_in..
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A very logical reasoning, HAR. It seems that common sense is not valid, only vaccines are worth
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou your new friend Izaac123 has a new avatar.  (a very contemporary look for the thoroughly modern millennial tranny... a
pretty nice pic for a sir!) articles.mercola.com/.../default.aspx  Tue, Oct 26 2021 www.urbandictionary.com/de=ne.php   Izaac123
from earlier post you responded to today... "but we have no choice"... boo-hoo poor baby;( ... trying to =nd out something? ... or to tell
us something... or create a new sock puppet CWNS diversion? www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.youtube.com/watch  ~
fakeotube.com/.../can-you-see-them-yet  ~ www.youtube.com/watch  

Because there are some of us who CAN see them now.
www.researchgate.net/publication/258239757_A_sock_puppet_detection_alg..  Guill, I am pretty sure that both you guys are not
birds of a feather... just a friendly heads up Amigo in case you did not see whatever "it" is... or else just turn me into the Zebra
Re-education Camp folks. Cheers. Germany’s Promising Plan to Bring Conspiracy Theorists Back From the Brink
slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/10/germany-conspiracy-theory-counseli..
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Ambassador777
Joined On 12/22/2011 6:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The hu vaccine is hit or miss in preventing the hu (mostly miss), hu vaccine adjutants heighten the immune response, and they can lead to
hyper-immunity, which is counterproductive during and after organ transplantation.  The past two years, with COVID, raise serious
questions over the need for nearly all vaccines. Are the number and type of vaccines administered to children the cause of autism? Do
vaccines heighten inhammatory and autoimmune diseases? Do vaccines increase the risk of asthma and allergy? In the 1950s and 1960s,
when I grew up, we didn't get 87 vaccines, starting the day of birth. Diseases mentioned by me, just now, were extremely rare, almost
nonexistent. Whether out of ignorance or to prevent organ rejection, it's better no one gets the hu shot. Signi=cantly more effective, natural
ways exist to not catch hu. Why scratch your back with your foot when you can use a back-scratcher?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right? Those who have had organ transplants take med's to suppress the immune system so as  not to reject a foreign organ. This
hyper antibody production aimed at one slice of a virus, a slice being toxic, is potential massive disaster.
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And why do so many Americans have Autism, Type II Diabetes, overweight, prediabetic, heart disease, COPD, allergies, cancers, & so much
more? Fauci Follies for Fifty years many of these were rare enough to be considered unheard of to explode to ridiculous levels then treated
with leave you with limp along symptoms told aren't you lucky they have a pill for that. Fauci Follies. Why did it take =fty years to draw a
spotlight on someone's massive inhuence & gross behavior to see the light of day? Why is there any waiting to have him face justice.

One possible positive in the current Fauci Circus is as more people become aware we will have the task of making sure each new person
who is =nally seeing, sees how it is all interconnected. Fauci may be a huge chunk of what manipulates, macro-manages, the public, but it's
all interconnected. The other Fauci's in other sectors have similar agendas. So if it doesn't make us sick and stay there, keeps people
distracted by whatever means possible. As with regular vaccines, the unvaxed do not need to be vaccinated to protect the vaccinated. The
Un-Jabbed do not need a Jab to  protect the Jabbed. It is the One Tenth of One Percent who need us to take a Jab/s to Micromanage in the
most  personal, intimate, should be private levels of our lives.
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Well said JUST, the history of Fauci is the history of diseases and deaths and the laboratories subsidized by Fauci will be the history
of depopulation. Dr. Judy Mikovits reminds us that the laboratory origins of the current phony pandemic are nothing new; that every
“pandemic” has had laboratory origins since 1984, when Anthony Fauci began working at NIAID, beginning with AIDS. "HIV / AIDS;
You will remember the story of how Tony Fauci, Bob Gallo, the folks at the top of NIH, CDC, FDA lied to us, even then. So the scenario,
the game plan is exactly the same ...

“We’ve been creating these in our labs my entire career. This was my job. " She says their motivation is “To kill people and cover up
these crimes. Remember, they’re cremating people, so you can’t realize it was the vaccine strain, so you can’t realize that we were
right in 2011, in 1984… “When our paper, that was ultimately published in Science, in October of 2009… and the entire upper echelons
of the government realized that these things were coming out of our laboratories and they re-wrote history then. They called it… an
‘unintended spread of a Biosafety Level 2 contaminant.’ tapnewswire.com/2021/09/dr-judy-mikovits-getting-closer-to-exposing-wh..
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For the glory and corrupt bene=t of the Farnaceutic Ma=a. Pandemic diseases exponential bene=t. Most of the pharmaceutical
companies are international in character. Globalization has allowed them to maximize their pro=ts since they buy raw materials in
the countries where they are cheaper, install their factories where working conditions are more advantageous and sell their products
mainly in countries where the population has greater purchasing power and the “health” services are more developed.

The pharmaceutical industry, responsible for the production and marketing of medicines, is one of the most important economic
sectors in the world. The Fortune List reports that the volume of pro=ts of the 10 largest pharmaceutical companies exceeded the
pro=ts accumulated by the other 490 companies. The pharmaceutical sector is in continuous growth and is characterized by
oligopolistic competition in which 25 companies control about 50% of the world market. The pharmaceutical market exceeds
earnings from arms sales or telecommunications. For every dollar invested in making a medicine, a thousand pro=ts are obtained,
thanks to the fact that if someone needs a medicine and has the resources, they buy it. This is the corruption of power and money
that controls the main bodies and institutions of the most powerful countries.
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During a episode of the Thomas Paine Podcast, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. blew the lid on Dr. Anthony Fauci’s extensive legacy of fraud
and coverups throughout his lengthy medical career in the federal government. Kennedy explained that Fauci has been a problematic
character all throughout his more than 50-year tenure in public health, during which he operated as a workplace tyrant and ruined the
careers of countless physicians and researchers who, unlike himself, were upstanding and honorable individuals. “Tony Fauci didn’t
want the American public to know that he has poisoned an entire generation of Americans,” Kennedy said, alleging Fauci targeted a
whistleblower who was trying to uncover the blood supply in the country was tainted with deadly strains.
truepundit.com/exclusive-robert-f-kennedy-jr-drops-bombshells-on-dr-fa..
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regulatory agencies, including the CDC and FDA, are "deeply corrupt" and have promoted experimental Covid vaccines to the
population with "extremely incomplete" data that do not meet even minimum safety standards, the vaccine's inventor said. of mRNA
Robert Malone in an exclusive interview with LifeSiteNews. After reviewing P=zer's Covid vaccine data submitted to the Japanese
government, Malone said he was "shocked" and "demoralized" by what he discovered. The agencies allowed the drug giant with a
criminal record to proceed with human trials and granted it Emergency Use Authorization for its Covid vaccine based on its "grossly
inadequate information package."

Malone says that no healthy young man should receive a Covid vaccine, which is much more dangerous than the virus, he is
surprised by the lack of public messages about the danger. Also, it doesn't mean the heart condition isn't affecting older people, but
Malone has lost con=dence in regulators' interest in recognizing the signs. Malone, who has known the White House Covid advisor
since 1983, said: "I hope Dr. Fauci resigns soon." www.lifesitenews.com/.../744314
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gabbyfemale
Joined On 8/15/2011 12:42:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess my healthy parts will be buried with me then.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gabbyfemale, same for me. I've always registered on my drivers license to be a donor, if other hospitals decide to do the same my
body parts will not be shared with those needing them. Sad this is the direction they're going.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fire Fauci www.youtube.com/watch
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fran114
Joined On 2/24/2010 9:58:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm pretty upset about this article. I'm type O negative blood. I'm not vaccinated, or plan to be. I'm a universal blood donor. I take no
phamaceuticals what so ever.

Do I stop giving blood?

Mary Gambino
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HEK293 was not derived from a fetus. It was obtained by vivisection of a baby girl born alive, without anesthesia. That should better explain
the religious objection. It is not where the cells are afterward that matters, but how they were obtained. Taking cells from a living human
being in a way that kills that human being is simply not acceptable to many, including me.

A person who gets a transplant would be especially susceptible to ADE. The hospital is insane with this requirement. The best thing is to
boost her immune system with Vitamin D and other means before the transplant. But having to suppress the immune system to prevent
rejection is going to suppress any immunity from a clot shot, leaving a person wide open to being MORE likely to get a deadly case of
COVID. I personally would never accept a transplant from a person who got the clot shot.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Learn how to take care of yourself. Staying health is easy. It starts by avoiding doctors.
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dahinton
Joined On 1/1/2008 3:18:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

International Criminal Court Case being brought by Dr. Richard Fleming + Scientists. Please sign.
www.petitions.net/investigation_and_prosecution_of_those_individuals_r..  ~
rumble.com/voa6fd-dr-richard-heming-reveals-strategy-to-prosecute-cov..
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Awakenings11
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:40:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not to give or get a transplant due to not being vaccinated is a crime against humanity. There is no longer any heart in medicine or the
doctors who are complying with the absurd requirements to take an experimental drug, proven to be dangerous to many and carrying a
spiked toxic protein along with other toxins and nano-bots.
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MarilynSh
Joined On 1/25/2021 12:43:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Australia approved Remdisivir in June and there has been a massive spike in people in ICU ever since
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since unvaccinated conservatives can't be organ recipients, we should probably revoke our organ donor status to match.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In response to Dr. McCullough’s statement about courage, an OB-GYN told me almost 40 years ago that Drs. are chicken shits after he
saved my life taking over from a scared Dr. Besides courageous, another adjective to describe Drs. Mercola’s and McCullough is SANE.
Thanks to your both and those like you.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you need to be alive to harvest organs ?????I think so !!!!!!!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let the dead bury the dead...
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My mom lived over 10 years with stage 5 kidney failure. She was told she wouldn't live but a couple of years. Guess she showed them!  Her
renal dr constantly badgered her to agree to dialysis which she didn't want and made it perfectly clear that she had zero interest to go that
route. During those years she had some rough times but for the  most part she enjoyed doing what she wanted. Her last year was the worst
but I expected at some point this would be the case. Not once did renal dr suggest the jab during 2020, I'm certain he knew her body could
not have survived the jab. Shame on these asshats pushing shots on people whose health is already on shaky grounds and looking for
transplants to help them preserve their lives.
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Joined On 1/25/2021 12:43:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am on Aziothioprine for Crohn's disease, a hu jab nearly killed me 15 years ago, I have never had another one and sure as hell won't
be letting anyone near me with this crap they are peddling now.
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splashingwater
Joined On 2/7/2014 1:44:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before you know it, there will probably be a black market for organs from unvaccinated individuals.
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lagunablue
Joined On 10/3/2011 5:59:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just gave blood in October 2021.  The Red Cross is no longer doing plasma for convalescence.  Red Cross is using vaccinated people for
plasma and for blood donations.  Red Cross does not care if you are vaccinated and are pushing vaccinations right now.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Red Cross Eugenics Contests were originally sponsored by the Red Cross.[76] Doctors and specialists from the community would
offer their time to judge these competitions, which were originally sponsored by the Red Cross.[76] The winners of these
competitions were given a Bronze Medal as well as champion cups called "Capper Medals." The cups were named after
then-Governor and Senator, Arthur Capper and he would present them to "Grade A individuals".[77] Feeblemindedness, alcoholism,
and paralysis were few among other traits that were included as physical traits to be judged when looking at family lineage.[76]

The perks of entering into the contests were that the competitions provided a way for families to get a free health check-up by a
doctor as well as some of the pride and prestige that came from winning the competitions.[76] By 1925 the Eugenics Records O^ce
was distributing standardized forms for judging eugenically =t families, which were used in contests in several U.S. states.[78]
en.wikipedia.org/.../Eugenics_in_the_United_States
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That will motivate people to become organ donors.  I wasn't a organ donor, but I want to now.  Please give me the shot so I can become an
organ donor.   Talk about beggars becoming choosers.  Givers now have to practically  beg for the vaccine.
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Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm pro-Nuremburg Charter, not anti-vax. I'm for nRMB-c, not mRNA. Would not want an organ transplant from an mRNA vaccine victim
although I would be happy to donate my organs to them after I die of natural causes. to your health, tracy

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/26/2021 8:03:51 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So how long will it be before one is told that they cannot donate blood, and/or receive a transfusion, without a Covid vax???

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/26/2021 7:25:56 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a full spectrum, crossfection poisoned needle gigademocide gigacull and you guys want to arrange the organ/blood
transfusion deck chairs on the Titanic???... wow... yikes. Australian tyrants promise to FLOOD the country with virus-transmitting
vaccinated people… global biowar aims to REMOVE humanity before the coming “big event”  - a major incoming ice age ahead
famine and die-off. www.naturalnews.com/2021-10-25-australia-tyrants-promise-to-hood-the-..   Self-disseminating shedding
vaccines to SOFT KILL DEMOCIDE GENOCIDE suppress zoonoses | Nature Ecology & Evolution
www.nature.com/.../s41559-020-1254-y  ~ www.ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca  ~ https://electroverse.net/

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/26/2021 2:34:54 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Believe it or not Robert, SO FAR, donating whole blood by the unvaxxed is not an issue, as I donate many times a year.
www.redcrossblood.org/donate-blood/dlp/coronavirus--covid-19--and-bloo..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/26/2021 4:29:07 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now I am wondering.  I am not vaccinated but my daughter is (X2).  She gave blood last week and I am wondering about blood transfusions
and if the blood from vaxxed could potentially transfer the antigens to an unvaxxed person?   And yes, I am sickened that my daughter and
husband got the jab.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/26/2021 11:33:54 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To my understanding the Red Cross is not accepting any Vaxxed blood from potential donors. Wow...that's gonna put the Nations
blood bank system into a percentile tizzy, is it not?  News Flash.....Americas blood banks are not replenishing, there has been a run
on the blood bank. ( a heist if you prefer accuracy) Maybe Dr. Fauci should invent the =lter that screens out his toxic mRNA from out
of the bloodstream . Now that's great Med science!  The BloodMobile returns to your CVS store parking lot. Paying top buck for
donors. The Current EAU of Vaccination mandated possible protocols..... It's like the folks that build the Highway Patrol Speed Radar
to bust offenders, and also sells the Anti-Radar device to warn you of radar expensive citations.  Pro=t on both ends....laughing all
the way to the bank.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/26/2021 12:20:01 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"wg", "To my understanding the Red Cross is not accepting any Vaxxed blood from potential donors." I have donated blood 44 times
to Vitalant (formerly UBS0) and Red Cross since mid 2016. More recently, the routine questionnaires at the beginning of all blood
donation events has included the new question, if I've ever been vaxxed for Covid, and of course I have always answered "NO", and
none of the phlebotomists have ever objected. I have never gotten into any direct discussion over that with either bloodbanks, but no
news appears to be good news. And I believe that the bloodbanks may be looking for blood from naturally covid immune donors???

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/27/2021 7:30:57 AM

' Like  ( Dislike
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